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Abstract. Structural, mechanical and optoelectronic features of cubic Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloys
have been explored by DFT-based FP-LAPW approach. Nonlinear reduction in lattice constant, but increment in bulk
modulus and each of the elastic constants C11 , C12 and C44 , occurs with increasing Be-concentration x in each system. All
the specimens exhibit elastic anisotropy. Specimens at x = 0.0, 0.25 and 0.50 show ductility, but remaining specimens at
x = 0.75 and 1.0 show brittleness. Each ternary alloy is a direct (−) band gap (E g ) semiconductor. Almost linear decrease
in E g with increase in x is observed in each alloy system. Ionic bonding exists among the constituents of all specimens.
The occupied valence chalcogen-p as initial and unoccupied conduction Be-3s, 2p and Mg-4s, 3p as final states play a key
role in optical transitions. Nature of variation of zero-frequency limit in each of the ε1 (ω), n(ω) and R(ω) spectra with x is
opposite to, while critical point in each of the ε2 (ω), k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra with x is similar to, the nature of variation
of E g with x.
Keywords. Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloys; DFT-based FP-LAPW methodology; WC-GGA, mBJ
and EV-GGA functional; structural and elastic features; electronic and optical characteristics.

1. Introduction
Fabrication of any electronic device requires suitable
semiconductors with compatible band structure, band gap and
optoelectronic properties. In several occasions, the elemental
or compound semiconductors with required appropriate optoelectronic properties are not available for fabricating some
specific application-oriented optoelectronic device. The problems can be resolved when artificial synthesis of required
semiconductors can be performed by tailoring band gaps of
some available semiconductors, by forming their alloys. During alloy formation, amalgamation of two or more different
compounds in their commensurate crystallographic phases,
but having different optoelectronic properties, is performed
at different concentrations and the process results in a set of
new compounds in the form of alloys with desired optoelectronic properties.
Of late, ternary and quaternary semiconductor alloys, fabricated using IIA–VIA compounds, are attracting enormous
attention due to their interesting optoelectronic properties.
Because of large band gap and low dielectric constant,

the technologically important group IIA–VIA magnesium
chalcogenides MgS, MgSe and MgTe have a wide range
of optoelectronic applications. It is experimentally observed
that rock-salt (B1) is the most stable structure for both MgS
and MgSe [1,2] and wurtzite (B4) for MgTe [3]. Several
other experimental investigations reveal that zinc-blende (B3)
phase is also possible for MgS [4], MgSe [5] and MgTe [6].
The MgSe-based epilayers are used to fabricate tunableband-gap light-emitting diodes ranging from green to blue
wavelength [7]. The MgSe- and MgTe-based hetero-junctions
are wide-band-gap light emitters [8]. The large-band-gap
semiconductor MgS is used in designing erasable optical
memory [9]. Experimentally, lattice parameters of zincblende MgS [4,5], MgSe [5,10,11] and MgTe [6,11–13] have
been measured. Moreover, wide direct fundamental band gap
(−) is observed experimentally in each of the zinc-blende
MgS, MgSe and MgTe [10–15].
Several DFT-based theoretical investigations, performed
on different aspects of zinc-blende magnesium chalcogenides
so far, include structural properties [16–23], structural phase
stabilities [16,21,22,24], elastic properties [17,25], lattice
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dynamical and thermodynamic properties [23], electronic
properties [16–18,25–27], optical properties [17], etc.
Cubic zinc-blende (B3) phase is the ambient structure
of group IIA–VIA beryllium chalcogenides BeS, BeSe and
BeTe [28–30]. Each of them is a wide indirect band gap
(−X) semiconductor [31–33]. Lattice parameters of Bechalcogenides were measured initially by Zachariasen [28].
Yim et al [32] have reported band gaps of BeS, BeSe and
BeTe from optical absorption measurements. Waag et al [33]
suggested that they are promising base materials for designing blue–green laser diodes and laser-emitting diodes. Band
gaps and dielectric functions of BeSe and BeTe in UV and
VUV range had been measured, respectively, by Wilmers et al
[34] and Wilmers et al [35] by spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE). Experimentally, Wagner et al [36] had investigated the
phonon properties and measured the dielectric constants of
BeSe and BeTe.
In addition, several density functional studies [37–64]
were also performed on structural features [22,39,40,42–
51,53–58], elastic properties [41,43,46,48,49,51,53,55,57,58,
61–64], electronic properties [27,37–43,45,47–52,54,55,57],
optical properties [44,45,48,50,55–57,59,60], lattice dynamics [44], thermodynamic [53] properties, structural phase
stabilities in B3 phase [22,57], phase transitions from B3 to
B8 structure [39,40,42,46,47,56], etc. of BeS, BeSe and BeTe
in their B3 phase.
It is also found that molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) or
metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) growth of
ternary or quaternary alloys of magnesium chalcogenides
[5,6,10–14] and beryllium chalcogenides [65–69] on GaAs–
InAs–InP substrates as well as their characterizations by
SE, X-ray diffraction (XRD), photoluminescence (PL) techniques, etc. established them as suitable quantum well
materials for visible radiation emitters and for designing laser diodes capable of operating in UV–VIS spectral
range.
Some of the DFT-based theoretical studies are investigations on structural, elastic, lattice dynamical, thermodynamic, optical and electronic properties of zinc-blende
Zn1−x Mgx S y Se1−y quaternary alloys [70] as well as
MgSx Se1−x , MgSx Te1−x and MgSex Te1−x [71–73],
Mgx Cd1−x X [74], Zn1−x Mgx X [75], Mg1−x Vx Se and Mg1−x
Vx Te [76], Mgx Zn1−x Te, Mgx Cd1−x Te and Mgx Hg1−x Te
[77], BeSx Se1−x , BeSx Te1−x and BeSex Te1−x [78], Zn1−x Bex
X [79,80], Crx Be1−x Se and Crx Be1−x Te [81,82], Bex Cd1−x X
(X = S, Se and Te) [83,84] ternary alloys, etc.
Amalgamation of homochalcogen diatomic magnesium
and beryllium chalcogenides at different concentrations would
lead to a set of new ternary alloys with completely different
and interesting physical properties. No experimental study
on any aspect of ternary alloys Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te is available, while a theoretical study [85]
deals with a few optoelectronic features of Bex Mg1−x X
(X = S, Se and Te) ternary alloys. Elastic properties of these
alloys were never studied theoretically. Hence, an elaborate
theoretical study on various aspects of the Bex Mg1−x X (X =
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S, Se and Te) ternary alloys with appropriate exchangecorrelation (XC) functional is necessary for the whole range
of Be-concentration (x = 0.0 → 1.0).
In this article, results from density functional calculations
on structural, elastic, electronic and optical properties of
Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te ternary alloys
and the binary compounds therein for the whole range of
Be-concentrations x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0 have
been presented. First-principle-based FP-LAPW approach
has been applied along with suitable schemes for calculations of necessary XC potentials for respective aforesaid
properties. Using our calculated data, we propose new experiments on these alloys and suggest them as potential candidates in designing different optoelectronic and luminescent
devices.

2. Computational details
WIEN2K [86,87], a code implementing DFT [88,89]-based
FP-LAPW methodology [90], has been utilized to perform
entire calculations in the present study. In addition, cubic2elastic package of Jamal et al [91], which works as an ancillary
of WIEN2K, has been utilized to calculate the elastic features
of the said specimens. The XC potentials for structural and
elastic properties have been computed with WC-GGA [92]
scheme, while those for optoelectronic properties have been
computed with the mBJ [93], EV-GGA [94] and PBE-GGA
[95] schemes.
Experimental lattice constants for magnesium chalcogenides [4–6] and beryllium chalcogenides [29,30] are used
to design their eight-atom zinc-blende 1 × 1 × 1 unit cells
(space group: F43m, No. 216). At x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75,
unit cells of Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te
ternary alloys are designed by consecutive doping of Be
atom/atoms in MgS, MgSe and MgTe unit cells, respectively, by special quasi-random structure (SQS) approach.
Starting from Mg-chalcogenides, successive doping of Be
atoms shows a sequence of structural phase transitions:
cubic zinc-blende (B3) [F43m] → cubic luzonite [P43m]
→ tetragonal structure [P4m2] → cubic luzonite [P43m]
→ cubic zinc-blende (B3) [F43m] for a sequence of doping (Be) concentrations x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0,
respectively. Though, each of the ternary alloys adopts eightatom cubic luzonite cell having space group P43m (No.
215) at x = 0.25 and 0.75, the ternary alloys at x =
0.50 adopt four-atom tetragonal cells having space group
P4m2 (No. 115). However, in order to maintain similarity, i.e. to continue calculations with cubic structures, we
have also considered eight-atom zinc-blende cell (space
group: F43m, No. 216) for each of the ternary alloys at
x = 0.50 in place of their respective tetragonal unit cell.
Though the properties calculated with tetragonal unit cells
show isotropy along two directions and anisotropy along
the third dimension, the properties calculated with cubic
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unit cells are isotropic along all the three independent
directions.
In the doping process during formation of cubic ternary
alloys at x = 0.50, if one Be atom replaces the first Mg
and the second Be replaces any of the remaining three Mg
atoms, we observe that a Be atom takes position at the corners of the cubic cell and others at the centres of two faces,
while remaining two Mg atoms take positions at the centres
of the other two faces. In contrast, if we replace a pair of Mg
with Be atoms from any two positions, leaving the position of
first Mg intact, the reverse picture is observed. In our present
study, we have replaced first two Mg atoms with Be atoms and
observed the former picture. For visualization of designed unit
cells, the graphic code XCrySDen [96] has been used. The
adopted crystal structures for specimens in the Bex Mg1−x S
system at x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0 are presented as
prototypes in supplementary figure S1a, b, c, d and e, respectively.
In FP-LAPW method, muffin-tin spheres of radius RMT
should be non-overlapping and atoms should be situated
inside these spheres. The selected RMT for Be, Mg, S, Se
and Te are 2.3, 2.5, 2.1, 2.3 and 2.5 a.u., respectively. Inside
muffin-tin spheres, expansions of wave functions are considered using spherical harmonics with lmax = 10. On
the other hand, expansions of wave functions are considered using plane waves in the interstitial region with largest
K -vector K max = 8.0/RMT as cut-off and charge density
Fourier expansion parameter G max = 16Ry1/2 . Using 5000 kpoints, Brillouin zone integrations have been performed. Selfconsistent-field (SCF) calculations with an energy threshold
of 10−5 Ry have been performed to obtain a convergence in
total energy.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Structural properties
Computations of structural aspects of said specimens have
been executed by optimizing their total energies with respect
to atomic positions and parameters of unit cell. SCF calculations of total energies of each unit cell at different volumes
have been performed. Fitting of the resultant parabolic variation with the equation of state, proposed by Murnaghan [97],
provides us structural aspects of ground state, i.e. minimum
cell energy (E 0 ), equilibrium cell volume (V0 ), equilibrium
lattice constant (a0 ), bulk modulus of the cell (B0 ), its first
order pressure derivative (B0 ), etc. Our calculated a0 , B0 and

B0 for each of the aforesaid specimens are presented in table 1.
Also, available experimental and previously calculated structural data for some of the specimens are also presented in
table 1 for comparison.
Table 1 shows that our calculated a0 for magnesium

chalcogenides as well as a0 , B0 and B0 data for beryllium
chalcogenides are in good agreement with the respective
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experimental investigations for MgS, MgSe and MgTe
[4–6,10–13] and BeS, BeSe and BeTe [29,30]. Compared

to some previously calculated a0 , B0 and B0 data for MgS,
MgSe and MgTe [16–18,20,21,26,70–72,74–76] as well as
BeS, BeSe and BeTe [39,41,42,44,45,48,50,52,60,78,79,81,
83,85], good agreement is observed between our calculated
results and some of the respective previously calculated

data. Though, no experimental a0 , B0 and B0 data for any
Bex Mg1−x X (X = S, Se and Te) ternary specimen are available, our computed a0 and B0 agree fairly well with the
corresponding previously calculated findings [85].
For an ideal Bex Mg1−x X (X = S, Se and Te) alloy
system, Vegard’s law [98] expresses the linear concentration (x) dependence (LCD) of the lattice constant (a), i.e.
a = a(x), and it can be expressed as
a(Bex Mg1−x X) = xa 0 (BeX) + (1 − x)a0 (MgX).

(1)

The a0 (BeX) and a0 (MgX) are the equilibrium lattice
constants of binaries BeX and MgX, respectively. The
a(Bex Mg1−x X) is the lattice constant of an unstable ternary
specimen. However, some experimental studies [10,99] proposed a nonlinear variation in any real alloy system, which
can be expressed as
a(Bex Mg1−x X) = a0 (Bex Mg1−x X)
= xa 0 (BeX)
+ (1 − x)a0 (MgX) − x(1 − x)b. (2)
The coefficient b is the bowing in a0 for a real alloy
system and a(Bex Mg1−x X) = a0 (Bex Mg1−x X) is now the
equilibrium lattice constant of the said stable ternary specimen. In any alloy system, similar ideal linear (1) and real
quadratic (2) relationships are applicable also for bulk modulus.
In figure 1a and b, nonlinear decrease in a0 and increase in
B0 , respectively, with increase in Be-concentration x have
been presented for each of the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te systems. Each of them has also been compared to respective LCD. Due to fair dissimilarity between
the a0 of the initial MgX and terminal BeX binary compounds, fair upward curvature compared with the corresponding LCD is observed in a0 (x) curve for each alloy
system in figure 1a. Again, as a result of fair dissimilarity between the B0 of the initial and terminal binary
specimens, fair downward curvature compared with the corresponding LCD is observed in the B0 (x) curve for each
alloy system in figure 1b. For Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and
Bex Mg1−x Te systems, the calculated bowing b in a0 (x) curve
are −0.254, −0.248 and −0.223 Å, respectively, while the
same in B0 (x) curves are 24.23, 17.97 and 18.94 GPa, respectively.
The substitution of Mg atom(s) of higher radius (rMg =
1.45 Å) with beryllium atom(s) of lower radius (rBe =
1.12 Å) decreases the volume of the cubic unit cell and
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Calculated a0 , B0 and B0 of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x X (X = S, Se and Te) systems.

Compound
MgS

Be0.25 Mg0.75 S
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S
Be0.75 Mg0.25 S
BeS

MgSe

Be0.25 Mg0.75 Se
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Se
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Se
BeSe

MgTe

Be0.25 Mg0.75 Te
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Te
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Te
BeTe

Bull. Mater. Sci.

a0 (Å)

B0 (GPa)

B0

5.657
5.66a , 5.62b
5.64a1 , 5.612b1 , 5.46d1 , 5.584e1 ,
5.703f1 , 5.708g1 , 5.626h1 , 5.65i1,j1 ,
5.635l1 , 5.65o2
5.498
5.45o2
5.308
5.26o2
5.088
5.05o2
4.833
4.87h
4.887a2 , 5.040b2 , 4.86c2 , 4.839d2 ,
4.80e2 , 4.745f2 , 4.745g2,h2 , 4.81i2 ,
4.84j2 , 4.883l2 , 4.48m2 , 4.88n2 , 4.84o2
5.941
5.89b , 5.91d , 5.89e
5.92a1 , 5.886b1 , 5.9764c1 , 5.70d1 ,
5.873e1 , 5.998f1 , 6.005g1 , 5.897h1 ,
5.93i1 , 5.90j1 , 5.866k1 , 5.93l1 , 5.90o2
5.785
5.74o2
5.592
5.55o2
5.378
5.35o2
5.124
5.137i
5.178a2 , 5.429b2 , 5.14c2 , 5.137d2 ,
5.093e2 , 5.037f2 , 5.037g2,h2 , 5.13i2 ,
5.15j2 , 5.14k2 , 5.183l2 , 5.13m2 ,
5.178n2 , 5.13o2
6.442
6.435 ± 0.002c , 6.42e , 6.35f , 6.42g
6.39a1 , 6.38b1 , 6.4454c1 , 6.512f1 ,
6.517g1 , 6.43i1,j1 , 6.282k1 , 6.43l1 ,
6.43o2
6.279
6.25o2
6.077
6.04o2
5.858
5.83o2
5.606
5.617i
5.663a2 , 5.796b2 , 5.62c2 , 5.638d2 ,
5.581e2 , 5.531f2 , 5.531g2,h2 ,
5.58i2 ,5.63j2 , 5.6k2 , 5.671l2 , 5.61m2 ,
5.646n2 , 5.61o2

59.51

3.831

60.0a1, , 61.2b1 , 78.96d1 , 57.5e1 ,
55.213f1 , 55.59g1 , 59.14h1 , 46.14i1 ,
57.45j1 , 57.45o2
65.65
65.14o2
72.89
74.98o2
84.39
84.08o2
100.18
105h
92.23a2 , 64.079b2 , 102.8d2 , 100.8e2 ,
116.0f2 , 113.4g2,h2 , 93.0i2 , 101.0j2 ,
92.364l2 , 98.95m2 , 91.6n2 , 98.95o2
42.34

4.06a1 , 4.06b1 , 3.75d1 ,
4.032f1 , 3.88h1

49.0a1 , 50.5b1 , 47.8c1 , 64.75d1 , 47.0e1 ,
44.445f1 , 45.12g1 , 49.0h1 , 57.81i1 ,
75.86j1 , 48.132l1 , 47.70o2
49.09
54.51o2
57.03
61.32o2
67.43
68.91o2
80.81
92.2 ± 1.8i
74.97a2 , 41.567b2 , 82.2d2 , 82.45e2 ,
98.0f2 , 92.2g2,h2 , 80.0i2 ,83.0j2 ,
79.53k2 , 74.569l2 , 75.86m2 , 79.66n2 ,
75.86o2
29.77

3.75a1 , 4.02b1 , 4.04c1 ,
3.87d1 , 4.33f1 , 3.92h1

38.0a1 , 38.7b1 , 38.0c1 , 33.52f1 , 33.97g1 ,
34.85i1 , 36.72j1 , 36.72l1 , 36.72o2

3.79a1 , 3.89b1 , 3.96c1 ,
4.604f1

35.09
40.33o2
41.93
46.46o2
51.91
52.91o2
63.94
66.8 ± 0.7i
57.66a2 , 41.208b2 , 60.5d2 , 62.36e2 ,
70.0f2 , 68.2g2,h2 , 60.0i2 , 61.0j2 ,
59.9k2 , 56.128l2 , 60.86m2 , 60.87n2 ,
60.86o2

3.963
4.312
4.454
5.559
3.5h
3.70a2 , 3.63e2 ,
3.5g2,h2 , 3.34i2 , 3.49n2
3.783

3.875
4.262
4.262
4.351
4.0i
4.02a2 , 3.67e2 , 3.7g2,h2 ,
3.56i2 , 3.18n2

3.905

4.006
4.432
4.417
5.181
4.0i

6.21a2 , 3.69e2 , 3.4g2,h2 ,
3.72i2 , 3.33n2

Experimental data ⇒ a Ref. [4], b Ref. [5], c Ref. [6], d Ref. [10], e Ref. [11], f Ref. [12], g Ref. [13], h Ref. [29], i Ref. [30].
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a1 Ref. [18], b1 Ref. [17], c1 Ref. [16], d1 Ref. [26], e1 Ref. [20], f1 Ref. [21], g1 Ref. [72], h1 Ref. [71], i1 Ref. [75],
j1 Ref. [74], k1 Ref. [70], l1 Ref. [76].
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a2 Ref. [45], b2 Ref. [60], c2 Ref. [52], d2 Ref. [42], e2 Ref. [48], f2 Ref. [41], g2 Ref. [39], h2 Ref. [40], i2 Ref. [44],
j2 Ref. [50], k2 Ref. [81], l2 Ref. [79], m2 Ref. [83], n2 Ref. [78], o2 Ref. [85].
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Figure 1. Variation of calculated (a) a0 and (b) B0 with Be-concentration (x) for Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloy systems.

hence the lattice constant a0 in each alloy system. Due
to inversely proportional relationship between a0 and B0 ,
enhancement in B0 with increment in Be-concentration x
is observed in each system. In figure 1b, increase in B0
from MgX to BeX in each system confirms lower hardness of any MgX with respect to its Be-counterpart. Again,
decrease in B0 with increase in atomic number of the
chalcogen Z ch (ch = S, Se, Te and Z Te > Z Se > Z S )
at any specific Be-concentration x confirms reduction in

hardness of sample with enhancement in Z ch at the
concerned x.
3.2 Elastic properties
For cubic binary and ternary specimens of Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems, computed ground
state elastic features have been presented in this section. In
any cubic crystal, C11 , C12 and C44 are three independent
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elastic constants, where C11 is related to length and C12
and C44 are related to shape. Employing computed C11 ,
C12 and C44 , mechanical and dynamical stability, bonding
characteristics, isotropic/anisotropic nature and several
mechanical properties of these specimens have been calculated. The calculated C11 , C12 and C44 at ambient pressure
have been reported in table 2. For each specimen, calculated
mechanical properties, such as isotropic bulk modulus (B0 ),

shear constant (C ), Voigt’s shear modulus (G V ), Reuss’s
shear modulus (G R ), isotropic Hill shear modulus (G H )
and Vicker’s hardness (HV ) are presented in table 2, while
Zener anisotropy factor (A), Pugh’s ratio (B0 /G H ), Cauchy

pressure (C ), Kleinmann parameter (ζ ), Young’s modulus
(Y ), Poisson’s ratio (σ ) and Lame’s constants (λ and μ) are
reported in table 3.
Table 2 shows that each of our cubic binary and ternary
specimens are mechanically stable because they satisfy Born’s
stability criteria [100,101], presented as
C11 − C12 > 0; C11 + 2C12 > 0; C11 > 0; C44 > 0.

(3)

No experimental C11 , C12 and C44 data for MgX and BeX
(X = S, Se and Te) are available for comparison. However,
our calculated elastic constants agree well with most of the
corresponding previously calculated data for MgX [17,25]
as well as for BeX [41,43,46,48,49,51,53,55,57,58,61–64].
On the other hand, no experimental or previously calculated
C11 , C12 and C44 data for ternary specimens are available for
comparison.
Table 2 shows that our calculated elastic constants follow
the trend C11 > C12 > C44 for each of the MgS, MgSe
and MgTe as well as ternary specimens Be0.25 Zn0.75 X and
Be0.50 Zn0.50 X (X = S, Se and Te). Such a trend for diatomic
magnesium chalcogenides is well supported by the outcomes
of an earlier theoretical study [25]. In contrast, the trend
C11 > C44 > C12 is observed in case of our calculated elastic
constants of each of the BeS, BeSe and BeTe as well as the
remaining ternary alloys Be0.75 Zn0.25 X. For diatomic beryllium chalcogenides, such a trend is supported by almost all
the aforesaid previous theoretical studies.
For all the alloy systems, each of the C11 , C12 and C44
increases nonlinearly with increase in Be-concentration x and
such variations are presented in figure 2a, b and c, respectively.
The bulk modulus of any cubic specimen is calculated using
the expression [91]
B0 =

1
(C11 + 2C12 ).
3

(4)

Our B0 of each specimen calculated using equation (4) and
presented in table 2 agrees well with the same calculated from
fitting of energy–volume curve as well as experimental and
some of the previously calculated B0 , presented in table 1.
Table 2 shows that each of our cubic specimens is mechanically stable because the respective calculated bulk modulus
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satisfies the following stability condition [91]:
C12 < B0 < C11 .

(5)

Since higher bulk modulus of a material is a signature of
better hardness of materials and vice versa [102], table 2
shows that hardness of specimen increases with the enhancement in Be-concentration x in each system.

The shear constant (C ) of any specimen is an indicator
of its dynamical stability. For a cubic crystal, it is calculated
from the following relation [91]:


C =

1
(C11 − C12 ).
2

(6)

Table 2 shows that each binary and ternary specimen

is dynamically stable because C is significantly positive
for each of them. Moreover, with enhancement in Be
concentration, the C and hence dynamical stability increases
rapidly in each system.
Shear modulus (G) for any crystalline material indicates
the response of material to shearing strain. In any crystal,
Voigt’s shear modulus (G V ) expresses upper bound of isostrain [103], Reuss’ shear modulus (G R ) expresses lower
bound of iso-stress [104] and Hill’s shear modulus, the mean
of G V and G R , expresses an intermediate situation [105].
The expected outcome for an isotropic cubic crystal would
be G V = G R = G H , while inequalities between them indicate anisotropic nature of the crystal. The G V , G R and G H
for a cubic crystal are calculated from the following relations
[91]:
GV =

C11 − C12 + 3C44
5

(7)

GR =

5C44 (C11 − C12 )
4C44 + 3(C11 − C12 )

(8)

GH =

GV + GR
2

(9)

Since G V = G R = G H is observed in case of each binary
and ternary specimen, each of them is an anisotropic crystal.
Table 2 also shows increment in each of the G V , G R and G H
with increment in Be-concentration x.
The dimensionless Zener anisotropy factor ( A) is also a
signature of isotropic/anisotropic behaviour of crystal. For an
elastically isotropic crystal, uniform deformation along all the
three directions yields A = 1. The crystal with A > 1 shows
maximum inflexibility along 111 cube diagonal, and with
A < 1 it shows maximum inflexibility along 100 cube axes.
The shear anisotropy A for any cubic crystal can be expressed
in terms of its C11 , C12 and C44 as [91]
A=

2C44
.
C11 − C12

(10)

76.87
72.37a
69.0b
85.12
98.24
122.46
159.51
140.32d
167.0e
146.0f
161.55g
158.2h
154.9l
184.0m
187.0n
153.7o
157.14p
52.63
63.22a
56.0b
61.92
78.17
100.28
132.35
113.11d
153.0e
117.0f
130.37g
126.4h
136.0j
149.0m
149.9o
33.75
61.24a
41.37
55.29

MgS

54.14
58.41a
8.79b
59.02
63.27
76.32
92.32
23.89d
105.0e
103.0f
91.94g
92.7h
81.1l
99.0m
82.0n
110.7o
74.13p
40.66
44.76a
5.59b
46.23
50.52
63.74
79.68
19.38d
88.0e
90.0f
81.79g
79.6h
73.5j
81.0m
60.3o
29.56
48.27a
34.39
39.26

C44 (GPa)

37.03
45.62

31.34

51.71
62.02
69.51
82.07
76.0f
79.87g

44.89

67.96
76.34
85.41
99.32
93.0f
97.04g

62.38

B0 (GPa)

3.26
7.25

1.81

7.65
12.12
23.07
37.71
49.3c

5.81

12.87
16.20
27.79
45.15
45.8c

10.87

C  (GPa)

21.94
26.46

18.46

30.81
35.15
47.48
62.89

26.72

40.56
44.44
56.91
73.45

36.83

G V (GPa)

7.13
14.20

4.14

15.33
22.29
37.39
55.14

11.95

24.25
29.26
44.93
65.11

20.88

G R (GPa)

14.53
20.33

11.29

23.06
28.72
42.43
59.01

19.33

32.41
36.85
50.92
69.28

28.86

G H (GPa)

3.53
4.74
6.41
8.91

1.77
2.19
3.26

−0.81
−0.33
0.92

2.97

4.94
5.87
7.69
10.46

4.49

HVC (GPa)

1.24
2.66
4.61
7.54

0.58

2.88
3.98
6.11
9.36

2.37

HVT (GPa)
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Be0.25 Mg0.75 Te
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Te

41.02
43.86a
44.2b
46.61
53.92
54.13
56.93
77.36d
56.0e
57.0f
54.62g
50.8h
52.4j
59.0m
44.5o
30.14
28.17a
34.86
40.78

55.13
55.76a
55.4b
59.37
65.84
66.89
69.22
95.92d
68.0e
67.0f
64.78g
61.1h
58.4l
75.0m,n
60.6o
59.37p

C12 (GPa)

(2020) 43:59

MgTe

Be0.25 Mg0.75 Se
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Se
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Se
BeSe

MgSe

Be0.25 Mg0.75 S
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S
Be0.75 Mg0.25 S
BeS

C11 (GPa)

Computed elastic constants Ci j , B0 , C  , G V , G R , G H and HV of all the cubic specimens.

Compound

Table 2.

Bull. Mater. Sci.
59

Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a Ref. [17], b Ref. [25].
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ c Ref. [64], d Ref. [61], e Ref. [48], f Ref. [49], g Ref. [51], h Ref. [57], i Ref. [53], j Ref. [58], k Ref. [62], l Ref. [63], m Ref. [41], n Ref. [43], o Ref. [46], p Ref. [55].

2.93
5.48
28.69
43.91
54.08
64.66
58.0f
53.72g
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Te
BeTe

77.30
104.07
85.56d ,
99.0e
104.0f
94.56g
96.4h
95.88i
96.0k
111.0m
111.7o

42.47
44.95
59.94d ,
44.0e
35.0f
33.3g ,
39.3h
34.59i
35.3k
43.0m
35.5o

50.49
64.92
13.6d
68.0e
59.0f
67.47g
60.7h
50.28i
49.8k
60.0m
63.7o

17.41
29.56
48.3c

37.26
50.78

32.97
47.34

HVT (GPa)
G H (GPa)
G R (GPa)
G V (GPa)
C  (GPa)
B0 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C11 (GPa)
Compound

(continued)
Table 2.
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Table 3 shows that A >> 1 in case of our specimens. It
confirms their anisotropic behaviour with maximum inflexibility along 111 cube diagonal. Moreover, enhancement
in Be-concentration x confirms reduction ofA in each system.
The Pugh’s ratio (B0 /G H ) is a signature of ductility/
flexibility/brittleness/fragileness of a material [106]. For a
material, B0 /G H > 1.75 indicates its ductility; otherwise, it is
a brittle material. With increase in Be-concentration x, Pugh’s
ratio (B0 /G H ) is observed to reduce gradually in each system.
Table 3 also shows that each of the binary MgS, MgSe and
MgTe as well as ternary Be0.25 Mg0.75 X and Be0.50 Mg0.50 X
(X = S, Se and Te) is highly ductile as the calculated Pugh’s
ratio for each of them is much greater than 1.75. On the other
hand, each of the remaining ternary specimens Be0.75 Mg0.25 X
as well as binary BeS, BeSe and BeTe shows brittleness
as the calculated Pugh’s ratio for each of them is less than
1.75.
Cauchy’s pressure is another indicator of ductility or brit
tleness of materials, where positive C indicates its ductility

and negative C indicates its brittleness [107]. In terms of C12
and C44 , it is calculated for a cubic crystal from the following
expression [91]:


C = C12 − C44

(11)


In table 3, the positive C of each of the diatomic magnesium
chalcogenides and ternary Be0.25 Mg0.75 X and Be0.50 Mg0.50 X
(X = S, Se and Te) once again indicates ductility, while
the remaining ternary specimens Be0.75 Mg0.25 X and diatomic
beryllium chalcogenides once again establish their brittleness

due to negative C of respective specimen.
The dimensionless Kleinmann parameter ξ (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1)
gives vital information about the comparative easiness of bond
bending to the bond stretching. ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 correspond
to minimum bond bending and minimum bond stretching,
respectively [108]. In terms of C11 and C12 , it is calculated
for a cubic specimen from the following expression [91]:
ξ=

C11 + 8C12
.
7C11 + 2C12

(12)

In table 3, our calculated ξ are in the range of about 0.80–
0.92 for each of the MgS, MgSe and MgTe and hence bonding
nature is very strongly dominated by bending over stretching in these specimens. Moreover, ξ gradually decreases
with enhancement in Be-concentration in each system, which
indicates gradual dominance of bond stretching over bond
bending with enhancement in x. Good agreement is observed
between our computed ξ for BeS, BeSe and BeTe and the
respective previously calculated data [48,53].
Young’s modulus (Y ) for any specimen provides useful
information regarding response of its hardness to linear strain.
Higher value of Y of a specimen indicates better stiffness or
hardness and vice versa. Y has been computed in terms of B0
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Computed A, B0 /G H , C  , ξ , Y , σ , λ and μ of all the cubic specimens.


A

B0 /G H

C (GPa)

MgS
Be0.25 Mg0.75 S
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S
Be0.75 Mg0.25 S
BeS

4.98
4.58
3.91
2.75
2.04

2.16
2.10
2.08
1.68
1.43

0.99
0.354
2.566
−9.434
−23.098

MgSe
Be0.25 Mg0.75 Se
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Se
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Se
BeSe

7.01
6.04
4.17
2.76
2.11

2.32
2.24
2.16
1.64
1.39

0.36
0.38
3.396
−9.612
−22.745

MgTe
Be0.25 Mg0.75 Te
Be0.50 Mg0.50 Te
Be0.75 Mg0.25 Te
BeTe

16.38
10.56
5.42
2.90
2.20

2.77
2.55
2.24
1.64
1.37

0.58
0.47
1.52
−8.017
−19.973

Compound

ζ
0.799
0.784
0.763
0.664
0.568
0.544a
0.845
0.826
0.778
0.658
0.565
0.508a
0.927
0.891
0.814
0.666
0.567
0.577a
0.5033b

Y (GPa)

σ

λ (GPa)

μ (GPa)

75.01
83.89
95.29
127.43
168.63

0.299
0.294
0.293
0.248
0.217

43.14
46.35
52.06
52.46
53.13

28.85
32.41
36.85
50.92
69.28

50.72
60.24
74.64
105.77
142.81

0.312
0.306
0.299
0.245
0.210

31.99
36.34
42.86
43.23
44.73

19.33
23.06
28.71
42.43
59.01

30.25
38.55
53.11
82.21
114.17

0.339
0.326
0.306
0.243
0.206
0.1921b

23.81
27.34
32.06
33.10
34.09

11.29
14.53
20.33
32.97
47.34

Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a Ref. [48], b Ref. [53].

and G H from the following expression [91]:
Y =

9B0 G H
.
3B0 + G H

(13)

Table 3 shows that Y of a specimen increases, and
hence it becomes gradually harder, with enhancement in
Be-concentration in each system. Moreover, at any
Be-concentration x, the Y , and hence hardness of the
binary/ternary specimens, follows the trend Bex Mg1−x S >
Bex Mg1−x Se > Bex Mg1−x Te.
Poisson’s ratio σ (−1 ≤ σ ≤ 0.5) gives vital information
regarding the stability and the bonding features in any crystal.
In any specimen, large value of σ indicates better flexibility
and vice versa. σ = 0.1 indicates covalent bonding, while
σ = 0.25 indicates ionic bonding in a material. Moreover,
σ < 0.26 indicates brittleness, while σ > 0.26 indicates
ductility of a material [109]. In terms of B and G H , σ can be
calculated from the following expression [91]:
σ =

3B − 2G H
.
2(3B + G H )

(14)

In table 3, our calculated σ is in the range 0.206–0.339,
indicating flexibility. Calculated σ reduces with enhancement in Be-concentration in each system. Our computed
σ > 0.25 for each binary magnesium chalcogenides and
ternary Be0.25 Mg0.75 X and Be0.50 Mg0.50 X (X = S, Se
and Te) specimens indicates higher domination of ionic
bonding over covalent bonding compared with the

remaining ternary Be0.75 Mg0.25 X as well as binary BeX
specimens, for which 0.1 < σ < 0.25. Moreover, our
computed σ > 0.26 for each magnesium chalcogenide and
ternary Be0.25 Mg0.75 X and Be0.50 Mg0.50 X (X = S, Se and
Te) again confirms their ductility, while σ < 0.26 for each of
the remaining ternary Be0.75 Mg0.25 X and binary BeX again
confirms their brittleness. An excellent agreement is observed
between our computed σ for BeTe and a previously calculated
σ [53].
One more set of mechanical parameters λ and μ, known as
Lame’s constants, are also indicators for isotropy/anisotropy

of a material and the conditions λ = C12 and μ = C = C44
exist for an ideal isotropic cubic crystal [91]. In terms of Y and
σ , the constants λ and μ can be calculated from the following
expressions [91] as
λ=

Yσ
,
(1 + σ )(1 − 2σ )

(15)

μ=

Y
.
2(1 + σ )

(16)

In table 3, we observe violation of the aforesaid conditions for isotropy and hence it once again confirms elastic
anisotropy of each of our specimens. Moreover, with increase
in Be-concentration x, gradual increase in both λ and μ is
observed in each system in table 3.
With the help of elastic constants, one can get an idea
about the hardness of a material, because there exist empirical relationships between Vicker’s hardness (HV ) and Hill
shear modulus (G H ). According to Teter [110], the hardness

59
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100

(c)

BexMg1-xS

C44 (GPa)

80

BexMg1-xSe
BexMg1-xTe

60
40

C12 (GPa)

20

(b)

60

40

20

(a)

C11 (GPa)

150
125
100
75
50
25
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Be-Concentration (x)
Figure 2. Variation of calculated (a) C11 , (b) C12 and (c) C44 with Be-concentration (x) for Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloy systems.

of any polycrystalline material can be predicted by its Hill
shear modulus (G H ) in the following way:
HVT = 0.1769G H − 2.899.

(17)

However, according to Chen et al [111], hardness of
polycrystalline materials can be predicted in a different way:
HVC = 0.151G H .

(18)

HVT and HVC for each specimen in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te systems are calculated using equations (17
and 18), respectively, and the results reported in table 2. It
shows that in terms of both HVT and HVC , specimens become
gradually harder with enhancement in Be-concentration x in
each system. Moreover, hardness in terms of both HVT and HVC
for specimens at each Be-concentration x follows the trend
Bex Mg1−x S > Bex Mg1−x Se > Bex Mg1−x Te. The trends of
variations of hardness in terms of B0 or Y , presented earlier in

Bull. Mater. Sci.
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this section, are identical to the trends of variations of hardness
calculated in terms of both HVT and HVC .
3.3 Electronic properties
Selections of necessary semiconductors for fabricating any
specific application-oriented electronic device are generally
made on the basis of experimental or theoretical studies on
their electronic features. Explorations of the electronic features of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and
Bex Mg1−x Te are made using mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA.
As a result of irrelevant contributions of spin–orbit coupling
in the computed band structures and band gaps, it has not been
considered.
3.3a Band structures and band gaps: With all the aforesaid three XC functionals, band structures of all the specimens
under consideration have been computed. For each of the
binary or ternary specimens under the three XC functionals, though the calculated band structures are qualitatively
identical, the calculated band gaps demonstrate the trend
E gmBJ > E gEV-GGA > E gPBE-GGA . With any of the employed
XC functional and at any of the Be-concentrations x, though
band structures are qualitatively identical, calculated band gap
reduces with increase in Z ch . In each alloy system and with any
employed XC functional, our calculated band gap increases
nonlinearly with increase in dopant Be-concentration x.
Moreover, in each alloy system and with any employed
XC functional, successive doping of one, two and three
Be atoms into the unit cell of each of the direct band gap
(−) MgX results in direct band gap (−) ternary alloys
Be0.25 Mg0.75 X, Be0.50 Mg0.50 X and Be0.75 Mg0.25 X, respectively, while substitution of all the four Mg atoms with four
Be atoms results in indirect band gap (X−) binary BeX
(X = S, Se and Te). Therefore, for x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75
and 1.0, the mBJ-induced band structures of specimens in the
Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te system are presented as prototypes in supplementary figures S2a–e, S3a–e
and S4a-e, respectively.
Our calculated band structures show that irrespective of
employed XC functional, the binary MgS, MgSe, MgTe and
ternary Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se, Bex Mg1−x Te specimens
are direct band gap (−), while other binary specimens
BeS, BeSe and BeTe are indirect band gap (X−), semiconductors. Such observations have been justified experimentally
for magnesium chalcogenides [5,6,10–12,14,15] and beryllium chalcogenides [32–35], while only theoretically for
all the ternary alloys [85]. With the help of direct-bandgap and optically active Bex Mg1−x X (X = S, Se and
Te) semiconductor ternary alloys, experimentalists would be
able to propose faster and efficient optoelectronic devices
[112].
With the three said XC functionals, our computed minimum
band gaps (E g ) of all specimens are presented in table 4 along
with direct (−) band gaps for BeS, BeSe and BeTe. Our
calculated direct (−) minimum band gap E g for MgS with
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mBJ is 0.658 eV higher than the experimental E g for MgS
[5], but that with EV-GGA agrees well with the same experimental outcome. Among several experimentally reported
E g for MgSe [5,10,11,14] and MgTe [6,11,12,14,15], some
agree fairly well with our mBJ-based and the others with
EV-GGA-based calculated E g .
In case of BeS, though any experimental indirect (X−)
minimum band gap E g is unavailable, our calculated direct
(−) band gaps with all the three functionals exceed its
experimentally reported limiting value [32]. In case of BeSe,
our mBJ- and EV-GGA-induced calculated indirect (X−)
minimum band gap E g is lower than the experimentally
reported lowest limit [32] by 0.086 and 0.367 eV, respectively, which indicates much better agreement of the former
one to experiment compared with the latter. Our computed
direct (−) band gaps for BeSe with mBJ and EV-GGA
are 0.584 and 0.304 eV larger than experimental values [33],
while they are only 0.034 eV larger and 0.246 eV smaller,
respectively, than other experimental values [34]. Therefore,
our EV-GGA-based direct band gap is observed to be closer
to one experimental value [33], while the same with mBJ is
closer to another experimental value [34] in BeSe.
Our calculated indirect (X−) minimum band gap E g for
BeTe with EV-GGA shows much better agreement to the
corresponding experiments [32,33] compared with the E g
with mBJ. In contrast, our computed direct (−) band gap
with mBJ shows much better agreement to the corresponding
experiments [33,35] compared with the band gap with EVGGA. Our computed PBE-GGA-based calculated direct band
gaps for magnesium chalcogenides as well as direct and indirect band gaps for beryllium chalcogenides are substantially
smaller than the corresponding experimental band gaps. Any
experimental direct/indirect band gap for ternary specimens
is unavailable for comparison.
Our mBJ- and EV-GGA-based calculated direct (−)
minimum band gaps E g for MgS, MgSe and MgTe as well as
indirect (X−) and direct (−) band gaps for BeS, BeSe
and BeTe are substantially larger than a major part of the
reported respective previously calculated data. In contrast, our
PBE-GGA-based calculated band gaps agree fairly well with
those previous calculated data. Our calculated E g for MgS,
MgSe and MgTe with mBJ and EV-GGA functionals agree
fairly well with mBJ-based previous theoretical E g for MgS,
MgSe and MgTe [21,75,85] and several EV-GGA-based previous theoretical E g for MgS [70,72,75], MgSe [70,72,75]
and MgTe [72,74,75], respectively. Our EV-GGA-based calculated indirect (X−) minimum band gaps E g for BeS, BeSe
and BeTe agree well with a few respective EV-GGA-based
previous theoretical data [46,54,78,79], while our calculated
mBJ-based E g are higher than these previous theoretical outcomes. However, good agreement is observed between our
mBJ-based calculated direct band gap (−) and a previous
theoretical finding [45] for BeS; the same for BeSe and BeTe
are higher than all other reported previously calculated band
gaps. Moreover, our computed direct (−) band gaps for
BeS, BeSe and BeTe with EV-GGA agree well with some

59
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Calculated E g of the specimens under Bex Mg1−x X (X=S, Se and Te) systems with mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA functionals.
Band gap (eV)
Present calculations

Compound

Symmetry point in IBZ TB-mBJ EV-GGA WC-GGA Expt. data

Other theoretical data

Bex Mg1−x S
0.0

−

5.158

4.651

3.393

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0

X−
−
−
−
X−

5.089
4.992
4.889
4.771

4.613
4.555
4.491
4.403

3.359
3.323
3.279
3.221

−

6.514

6.058

5.619

≥5.5h

Bex Mg1−x Se
0.0

−

4.341

3.868

2.929

3.6a
4.05b
4.0c
4.24d

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0

X−
−
−
−
X−

4.258
4.161
4.051
3.914

3.832
3.779
3.711
3.633

2.898
2.856
2.789
2.727

4–4.5h

−

5.584

5.304

4.228

5.0i , 5.55k

Bex Mg1−x Te
0.0

−

3.747

3.177

2.482

3.49b
2.615a1 , 2.27b1 , 2.32c1 , 2.325e1∗ , 3.667e1# ,
d
2.354f1 , 2.29g1 , 2.293h1∗ , 3.153h1# , 2.53i1∗ ,
3.67
e,
f
3.62i1# , 3.85i1$ , 2.47j1 , 2.40k1∗ , 3.22k1# ,
2.90
g
3.42m1 , 2.35 m2∗ , 3.60 m2#
2.9 − 3.1

0.25
0.50
0.75

X−
−
−
−

3.612
3.453
3.281

3.127
3.073
3.009

2.419
2.361
2.285

4.5a

∗

3.371a1 , 3.10b1 , 3.36c1 , 3.42d1 , 3.362e1 ,
∗
∗
5.193e1# , 3.333h1 , 4.418h1# , 3.58i1 , 4.53i1# ,
∗
4.67i1$ , 3.864j1 , 3.20k1 , 3.60k1# , 4.62l1 ,
∗
3.25 m2 , 5.15 m2#
3.20 m2∗ , 4.95 m2#
3.05 m2∗ , 4.35 m2#
2.95 m2∗ , 4.20 m2#
3.13a2 , 2.83b2 , 4.17c2 , 2.75d2 , 3.192e2∗ , 2.912e2# ,
3.10f2∗ , 2.78f2# , 3.78g2 , 3.12h2∗ , 4.23h2# ,
2.90h2$ , 3.141i2∗ , 4.241i2# , 2.828i2$ , 2.847j2 ,
3.14k2∗ , 4.26k2# , 3.12l2∗ , 4.23l2# , 2.90 m2∗ ,
4.10 m2#
6.65a2 , 5.50b2 , 5.51d2 , 5.605e2∗ , 5.440e2# ,
5.61f2∗ , 5.45f2# , 5.63h2∗ , 6.04h2# , 5.46h2$ ,
5.662i2∗ , 6.061i2# , 5.506i2$ , 5.503j2 , 5.66k2∗ ,
6.06k2# , 5.60 m2∗ , 6.50 m2#
2.825a1 , 2.40b1 , 2.56c1 , 2.81d1 , 2.551e1∗ ,
4.262e1# , 2.206f1 , 2.494h1∗ , 3.529h1# ,
2.77i1∗ , 3.92i1# , 4.15i1$ , 2.854j1 , 2.40k1∗ ,
2.78k1# , 3.67l1 , 2.60m2∗ , 4.20 m2#
2.55 m2∗ , 4.00 m2#
2.50 m2∗ , 3.60 m2#
2.50 m2∗ , 3.00 m2#
a2
b2
2.63 , 2.41 , 3.61c2 , 2.39d2 , 2.787e2∗ , 2.402e2# ,
2.51f2∗ , 2.23f2# , 2.66h2∗ , 3.61h2# , 2.33h2$ ,
2.682i2∗ , 3.655i2# , 2.397i2$ , 2.67k2∗ , 3.64k2# ,
2.66l2∗ , 3.61l2# , 2.40 m2∗ , 3.50 m2#
4.37a2 , 4.38b2 , 4.72d2 , 4.411e2∗ , 4.279e2# ,
4.07f2∗ , 4.26f2# , 4.21h2∗ , 5.18h2# , 4.34h2$ ,
4.228i2∗ , 5.214i2# , 4.434i2$ , 4.19k2∗ , 5.19k2# ,
4.20 m2∗ , 5.60 m2#

2.20 m2∗ , 3.15 m2#
1.60 m2∗ , 2.10 m2#
1.90 m2∗ , 2.70 m2#
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(continued)
Band gap (eV)
Present calculations

Compound
1.0

Symmetry point in IBZ

TB-mBJ

EV-GGA

WC-GGA

Expt. data

X−

3.064

2.874

2.208

2.70h
2.80i

−

4.141

3.799

3.638

4.10i
4.20j

Other theoretical data
1.98a2 , 1.76b2 , 2.89c2 , 1.989e2∗ , 1.828e2# ,
1.72f2∗ , 1.47f2# , 1.98h2∗ , 2.79h2# , 1.76h2$ ,
2.070i2∗ , 2.921i2# , 1.796i2$ , 2.03k2∗ , 2.81k2# ,
1.98l2∗ , 2.79l2# , 1.80 m2∗ , 2.60 m2#
3.62a2 , 3.56b2 , 3.580e2∗ , 3.606e2# , 3.31f2∗ ,
3.23f2# , 3.62h2∗ , 3.77h2# , 3.56h2$ , 3.678i2∗ ,
3.881i2# , 3.592i2$ , 3.64k2∗ , 3.82k2# , 3.60m2∗ ,
4.15 m2#

Experimental data ⇒ a Ref. [5], b Ref. [14], c Ref. [10], d Ref. [11], e Ref. [12], f Ref. [15], g Ref. [6], h Ref. [32], i Ref. [33], j Ref. [35], k Ref. [34].
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a1 Ref. [17], b1 Ref. [18], c1 Ref. [24], d1 Ref. [20], e1∗ Ref. [21] ⇒ PBE-GGA, e1# Ref. [21] ⇒ mBJ, f1 Ref. [16],
g1 Ref. [27], h1∗ Ref. [72] ⇒ PBE-GGA, h1# Ref. [72] ⇒ EV-GGA, i1∗ Ref. [75] ⇒ WC-GGA, i1# Ref. [75] ⇒ EV-GGA,i1$ Ref. [75] ⇒ mBJ,
j1 Ref. [73], k1∗ Ref. [74] ⇒ WC-GGA, k1# Ref. [74] ⇒ EV-GGA, l1 Ref. [70], m1 Ref. [77] ⇒ mBJ.
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ a2 Ref. [45], b2 Ref. [47], c2 Ref. [37], d2 Ref. [41], e2∗ Ref. [57] ⇒ PBE-GGA, e2# Ref. [57] ⇒ EV-GGA, f2∗ Ref. [49] ⇒
PBE-GGA, f2# Ref. [49] ⇒ LDA, g2 Ref. [42], h2∗ Ref. [46] ⇒ PBE-GGA, h2# Ref. [46] ⇒ EV-GGA, h2$ Ref. [46] ⇒ LDA, i2∗ Ref. [54] ⇒
PBE-GGA, i2# Ref. [54] ⇒ EV-GGA, i2$ Ref. [54] ⇒ LDA, j2 Ref. [43], k2∗ Ref. [79] ⇒ PBE-GGA, k2# Ref. [79] ⇒ EV-GGA, l2∗ Ref. [78] ⇒
PBE-GGA, l2# Ref. [78] ⇒ EV-GGA, m2∗ Ref. [85] ⇒ WC-GGA, m2# Ref. [85] ⇒ mBJ.

respective EV-GGA-based previously calculated band gaps
[46,54,79].
For each of the ternary alloys in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te systems, our mBJ-based calculations
provide much higher direct minimum band gap E g than the
mBJ-based corresponding previously calculated E g [85].
3.3b Density of states (DOS): One can easily identify the
contributor atomic orbitals in different electronic levels in
the band structure of any semiconductor by calculating its
total density of states (TDOS) and partial density of states
(PDOS). The TDOS and PDOS are computed with mBJ and
EV-GGA functionals for binary and ternary specimens of each
of the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems.
In all the systems, TDOS and PDOS of the specimens at any
Be-concentration x and with any XC functional show same
characteristics. Therefore, we have displayed mBJ-based
TDOS and PDOS of the specimens MgS, Be0.25 Mg0.75 S,
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S, Be0.75 Mg0.25 S and BeS in Bex Mg1−x S system
as prototypes in figure 3a, b, c, d and e, respectively.
We have observed much larger contribution from S compared with Mg atom in the valence band around −2.2 eV in the
TDOS of MgS. The corresponding PDOS shows much higher
contribution from Mg-3s than Mg-2p as well as almost total
involvement of S-3p. In the succeeding valence band region
to Fermi level in TDOS, much higher contribution of S compared with Mg is observed. From the corresponding PDOS,
contributions Mg-2p >> Mg-3s and almost entire involvement of S-3p are observed.
Up to 7.5 eV in the conduction band region, slightly larger
involvement of Mg compared with S is observed in TDOS
of MgS. From corresponding PDOS, contributions Mg-4s >
Mg-3p as well as S-3d > S-3p ≈ S-4s are observed. Around

8.0 eV in the conduction band, the TDOS shows almost equal
contributions from Mg and S, while the corresponding PDOS
shows the contributions Mg-4s > Mg-3p and S-3d > S-4p.
In the TDOS of succeeding conduction band region, slightly
higher domination of S over Mg is observed. In the corresponding PDOS, Mg-4p > Mg-4d and S-4d >>S-4p are
observed.
In the TDOS of BeS, we have observed slightly higher contribution from S compared with Be atom in its valence band
around −4.4 eV. In the corresponding PDOS, contributions
Be-2s >> Be-2p as well as almost total involvement of S-3p
are observed. In the succeeding valence region from −3.5 to
0.0 eV (Fermi level), the S contributes much more than the
Be in TDOS. From corresponding PDOS, we have observed
extremely high contribution from Be-2p and almost entire
domination of S-3p orbital.
Slightly larger contribution of Be compared with S is
observed in the TDOS of conduction band region up to 7.5 eV.
The corresponding PDOS shows contributions Be-2p > Be-3s
as well as S-3d > S-3p ≈ S-4s. The Be and S almost equally
contribute in the conduction band region beyond 8.0 eV in
TDOS. The corresponding PDOS shows extremely high contribution from Be-3p and almost equal domination of S-4p
and S-4d.
In the TDOS and PDOS of Be0.25 Mg0.75 S, Be0.50 Mg0.50 S
and Be0.75 Mg0.25 S alloys, the contributions of orbitals of
S remain unaltered in different regions due to its presence with the same concentration, while orbitals of Be
and Mg atoms contribute collectively in different valence
and conduction regions. Contribution from orbitals of Mg
dominate over those of Be in Be0.25 Mg0.75 S; the reverse is
observed in Be0.75 Mg0.25 S, while they are nearly equal in
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S.
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Figure 3. TDOS (filled) and PDOS (line) of (a) MgS, (b) Be0.25 Mg0.75 S, (c) Be0.50 Mg0.50 S,
(d) Be0.75 Mg0.25 S and (e) BeS.

3.3c Calculation of band-gap bowing and investigation of
its origin: Due to better performance of mBJ and EV-GGA
functionals compared with PBE-GGA in calculating band
gaps of binary magnesium and beryllium chalcogenides and
for ternary alloys, we have considered them in calculating

band-gap bowing as well as its microscopic origin in all
the three alloy systems. In all the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te systems, variations of calculated band gap
E g (x) as a function of x using mBJ and EV-GGA are plotted in
figure 4a and b, respectively. Each of the nonlinear variations
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Figure 4. Variation of E g with Be-concentration (x) for Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te
alloy systems calculated based on (a) mBJ, (b) EV-GGA and (c) PBE-GGA.

can be described by the following quadratic semi-empirical
relation:
E g (x) = xEBeX (aBeX )+(1−x)E MgX (aMgX )−bx(1−x)
(19)
Here, E g (x) is the concentration-dependent band gap. Also,
the nonlinear coefficient b is the band-gap bowing
parameter or optical bowing and is evaluated for any alloy
system as well as XC functional by fitting the corresponding
E g (x) curve with equation (19).

In the present study, such fitting of mBJ-induced E g (x)
curves for three systems provides the following quadratic
equations:
Bex Mg1−x S ⇒ E gmBJ (x)
= 5.151 − 0.241x − 0.141x 2 eV,
Bex Mg1−x Se ⇒ E gmBJ (x)

(20a)

= 4.340 − 0.286x − 0.138x 2 eV,

(20b)

Bex Mg1−x Te ⇒ E gmBJ (x)
= 3.743 − 0.469x − 0.207x 2 eV.

(20c)
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Table 5. Calculated different contributions to total band-gap bowing at concentration x =
0.50 by Bernard–Zunger approach and the total band-gap bowing from quadratic fit.
Different contributions (eV)
by Bernard–Zunger approach

Alloy system

Bex Mg1−x S
Bex Mg1−x Se
Bex Mg1−x Te
Bex Mg1−x S
Bex Mg1−x Se
Bex Mg1−x Te

bVD
mBJ
−1.167
−1.109
−1.172
EV-GGA
−0.854
−0.847
−0.861

Total band-gap bowing b (eV)
Bernard–Zunger
approach
b = bVD + bCE + bSR

bCE

bSR

1.096
1.023
0.996

−0.087
−0.061
−0.047

−0.158
−0.147
−0.223

−0.141
−0.138
−0.207

0.793
0.767
0.759

−0.063
−0.049
−0.016

−0.124
−0.129
−0.118

−0.111
−0.113
−0.076

Again, such fitting of EV-GGA-induced E g (x) curves for
three systems provides another set of quadratic equations:
Bex Mg1−x S ⇒ E gEV−GGA (x)
= 4.651 − 0.136x − 0.111x 2 eV,
Bex Mg1−x Se ⇒ E gEV−GGA (x)

(21a)

= 3.869 − 0.123x − 0.113x 2 eV,

(21b)

Bex Mg1−x Te ⇒ E gEV−GGA (x)
= 3.176 − 0.168x − 0.076x 2 eV.

(21c)

For any system with any XC functional, coefficient of x 2 in
the respective equation is the measure of corresponding b.
Bernard and Zunger [113] proposed a process for
investigating microscopic origin of band-gap bowing b in
any alloy system. Accordingly, b originates from three different microscopic sources: volume deformation, charge transfer
and structural relaxation. If bVD , bCE and bSR are the respective contributions, total b can be expressed as
b = bVD + bCE + bSR .

(22)

Though bVD , bCE and bSR for only the three ternary alloys
Be0.50 Mg0.50 X (X = S, Se and Te) have been calculated, both
mBJ and EV-GGA functionals have been considered in the
present study. At the specific Be-concentration x = 0.50, the
bVD , bCE and bSR can be expressed as
bVD = 2[E BeX (aBeX ) − E BeX (a)
+ E MgX (aMgX ) − E MgX (a)],
bCE = 2[E BeX (a) + E MgX (a) − 2E BeMgX (a)],

(23)
(24)

bSR = 4[E BeMgX (a) − E BeMgX (aeq )].

(25)

Here, E BeX (aBeX ), E MgX (aMgX ) and E BeMgX (aBeMgX )
denote the minimum energy band gaps of cells at respective equilibrium lattice constant, while E BeX (a), E MgX (a) and
E BeMgX (a) denote the minimum band gaps of unit cells at lattice constants a = a(x), calculated from equation (1).

Quadratic fit

For each system, we have presented the bVD , bCE and
bSR calculated using equations (23)–(25) and hence b by
the Bernard–Zunger approach at x = 0.50 along with
respective quadratic fit data in table 5. Our b calculated via
Bernard–Zunger approach agrees fairly well with corresponding quadratic fit data in each alloy system. Moreover, the
sequence bVD > bCE > bSR is observed in each alloy system. Fair contribution from bVD is observed as a result of fair
difference between the equilibrium lattice constants of homochalcogen terminal binaries and fair contribution from bCE is
caused by considerable dissimilarity in electronegativity of
Be and Mg. The least contribution from bSR is due to insubstantial dissimilarity between lattice constants a = aeq of real
stable and a = a(x) of ideal unstable alloy at x = 0.50.
3.3d Nature of chemical bonding between constituent atoms:
Nature of chemical bonding between different constituents
of any specimen can be explored by computing its valence
electron density contours. In the present study, such contours of each of the binary and ternary specimens in all the
three systems have been computed in their respective (110)
plane via both mBJ and EV-GGA schemes. The nature of
chemical bonding between different constituents is observed
to be independent of the XC functional employed as well
as the nature of chalcogen present in the specimen. Therefore, the charge contours of specimens MgS, Be0.25 Mg0.75 S,
Be0.50 Mg0.50 S, Be0.75 Mg0.25 S and BeS in the Bex Mg1−x S system are displayed as prototypes in figure 5a, b, c, d and e,
respectively. Clearly, non-overlapping Mg and S as well as Be
and S charge contours in figure 5a–e due to the non-sharing of
electrons, i.e. electron exchange between them, leads to ionic
bonding between each of the said pairs in all the aforesaid
specimens.
3.4 Optical properties
Any semiconductor material is preferred for fabricating optoelectronic devices on the basis of its optical features and they
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Figure 5. Valence electron density distribution of (a) MgS, (b) Be0.25 Mg0.75 S, (c) Be0.50 Mg0.50 S,
(d) Be0.75 Mg0.25 S and (e) BeS in (110) plane.

strongly depend on its electronic features. Optical features of
a material are studied mainly in terms of its complex dielectric
function ε(ω), a function of frequency ω, expressed as [114]
ε(ω) = ε1 (ω) + iε2 (ω)

(26)

Here, the real and imaginary parts of ε(ω) are ε1 (ω) and
ε2 (ω), respectively. One can derive expressions for refractive index n(ω), extinction coefficient k(ω), normal incidence
reflectivity R(ω), optical conductivity σ (ω), optical absorption coefficient α(ω) and energy loss function L(ω) of any
material from its ε1 (ω) and ε2 (ω). Such expressions as well
as some of their additional optical parameters are presented

as supplementary equations (SQ1)−(SQ14) in section I of the
supplementary material.
3.4a Frequency response curves: In the present work,
calculations of frequency responses of ε1 (ω), ε2 (ω), n(ω),
k(ω), R(ω), σ (ω), α(ω) and L(ω) of the binary and ternary
specimens in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te
systems have been performed up to incident photon energy of
30.0 eV using equations (SQ1)−(SQ14) as well as employing mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA functionals. The frequency
responses of ε1 (ω) and ε2 (ω) based on mBJ and EV-GGA are
presented in figures 6 and 7, respectively, in the main text,
while those of n(ω), k(ω), R(ω), σ (ω), α(ω) and L(ω) with
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Figure 6. Frequency responses of ε1 (ω) for Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloys at different x.

both XC functionals are presented in supplementary figures
S5–S10. In each of these figures, five calculated curves at five
different Be-concentrations (x) with the same chalcogen, but
with mBJ functional, are presented in each of the three left
panels, while the same with EV-GGA functional are presented
in each of the three right panels.
In the ε1 (ω) spectra for binary and ternary specimens
of Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in
figure 6, we have observed that ε1 (ω) is substantially high
with a prominent peak(s) up to about 8.5, 7.25 and 5.75 eV

of energy, respectively; again, in the mid-energy region up
to 15.0, 14.0 and 12.5 eV, respectively, the calculated ε1 (ω)
in the concerned spectra become negative. In the respective
succeeding energy regions, ε1 (ω) again achieve very low positive value. The negative value of ε1 (ω) is a signature of
metallic behaviour of any of these specimens because incident electromagnetic radiation is reflected by the specimens
in this spectral range. From the n(ω) spectra of the specimens
in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in
supplementary figure S5, n(ω) is considerably high and
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Figure 7. Frequency responses of ε2 (ω) for Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te alloys at different x.

shows prominent peaks up to about 9.75, 9.0 and 7.5 eV
of incident energy, respectively. In contrast, n(ω) < 1
is observed in the respective succeeding higher energy
regions for specimens in the said systems. In the R(ω)
spectra of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and
Bex Mg1−x Te systems in supplementary figure S6, R(ω) is
observed to be significantly high with R(ω) > 0.30 in the
broad incident energy regions of about 6.0–22.0, 5.0–21.0
and 4.0–19.0 eV, respectively. The R(ω) gradually becomes
insignificant for each specimen in the respective succeeding
energy regions.

In all the ε2 (ω) spectra of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in supplementary
figure 7, we have observed significantly high ε2 (ω) within
6.5–10.0, 5.75–8.75 and 4.5–7.5 eV of incident energy region,
respectively. In contrast, it turns out to be insignificant in the
respective subsequent energy regions in case of specimens
of the said systems. Different electronic transitions between
various HOMO of valence band and LUMO of conduction
band are responsible for occurrence of peak(s) in the ε2 (ω)
spectra of the specimens in the said systems in the aforesaid
energy regions. Such initiating valence as well as terminating
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conduction electronic states, involved in such transitions, can
be easily located from their corresponding TDOS and PDOS.
The most intense peaks at 7.74, 6.90 and 5.54 eV in the
ε2 (ω) curves of MgS, MgSe and MgTe are as a result of electronic transitions S-3p → Mg-4s,3p; Se-4p → Mg-4s,3p and
Te-5p → Mg-4s,3p, respectively, from occupied valence to
unoccupied conduction band. In the ε2 (ω) curves of BeS,
BeSe and BeTe, most intense peaks at 7.47, 6.46 and 5.34 eV
are as a result of electronic transitions S-3p → Be-3s,2p; Se4p → Be-3s,2p and Te-5p → Be-3s,2p, respectively, from
occupied valence to unoccupied conduction band. In both
magnesium and beryllium chalcogenides, transitions terminating to Mg-4s and Be-3s are sufficiently intense compared
with the transitions terminating to Mg-3p and Be-2p.
In case of ε2 (ω) spectra of ternary specimens at x = 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75 in the three systems, the intense peaks are due
to collective efforts of transitions S-3p → Be-3s,2p and S-3p
→ Mg-4s,3p; Se-4p → Be-3s,2p and Se-4p → Mg-4s,3p;
Te-5p → Be-3s,2p and Te-5p → Mg-4s,3p; respectively.
Also, intensity of chalcogen-p → Be-s,p transitions gradually
exceeds the intensity of chalcogen-p → Mg-s,p transitions
with enhancement in Be concentration x.
In the k(ω) curves of the specimens of Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in supplementary
figure S7, we observe k(ω) > 1 throughout the incident energy
region 4.5–12.0 eV. Also, we observe sharp peaks having maximum amplitude k(ω) > 2 in the k(ω) spectra of each of the
specimens in this energy region. Therefore, photons of incident radiation with energy in this specific range suffer greater
obstruction while travelling through each of these specimens
compared with the photons having energy beyond this specific
energy region in the k(ω) spectra [112].
In the σ (ω) spectra of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x S,
Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in supplementary
figure S8, substantial optical conductivity with an intense peak
for each specimen is observed in 6.0–12.0 eV narrow energy
range, while σ (ω) becomes very low beyond this energy
region. Again, the α(ω) spectra of each specimen in three
aforesaid systems in supplementary figure S9 show considerable optical absorption (α(ω) > 100) in the wide 6.0–20.0 eV
energy range with peaks inside the 7.5–12.0 eV narrow energy
segment.
At any lattice site of a material, investigations of inelastic
scattering of electrons by atoms and calculation of energy loss
during such process have been performed by computing its
electron energy loss function L(ω). Supplementary equation
(SQ14) indicates that though L(ω) of any material is strongly
related to its ε2 (ω), their frequency responses are both qualitatively and quantitatively opposite in nature [115]. In the
L(ω) spectra of the specimens in Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se
and Bex Mg1−x Te systems in supplementary figure S10, we
have observed that L(ω) is insignificant because of the significantly high value of ε2 (ω) in the energy region up to 12.0 eV.
It indicates that inelastic scattering of only a few electrons
occurs and hence minimum energy loss occurs due to this,
in this energy region. On the other hand, L(ω) gradually
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increases beyond 12.0 eV of incident energy because of the
insignificant value of ε2 (ω) in this energy region. It results in a
gradual increase in number of inelastically scattered electrons
and hence energy loss due to this. It is also observed that L(ω)
for each specimen is significantly high with multiple peaks in
the energy range 16.0–24.0 eV of incident photon because of
the fact that ε2 (ω) is significantly low in this region. It should
be noted that the plasma resonance frequency for any specimen can be calculated from the energy position of the peak
having maximum intensity in its L(ω) spectra.

3.4b Zero-frequency limits and critical points in different optical spectra: In this sub-section, calculated zerofrequency limits in the ε1 (ω), n(ω) and R(ω) spectra have
been presented. They are the magnitude of ε1 (ω), n(ω) and
R(ω) in their respective spectra at zero incident energy/
frequency and known as static dielectric constant (ε1 (0)),
static refractive index (n(0)) and static reflectivity (R(0)),
respectively. Our calculated ε1 (0), n(0) and R(0) for all concerned specimens of Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and
Bex Mg1−x Te system using mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA
schemes have been reported in table 6. Available experimental or previously calculated ε1 (0), n(0) and R(0) of a few
specimens have also been included in table 6 to compare our
computed results.
Experimental ε1 (0) data for only BeSe are available [36].
They are overestimated with respect to our both mBJ- and EVGGA-based data, but agree well with our PBE-GGA-based
data. No experimental ε1 (0) data for other binary compounds
and any ternary alloys are available for comparison.
Our computed ε1 (0) for magnesium and beryllium chalcogenides are also compared to some available previously
calculated ε1 (0) for MgS, MgSe and MgTe [17,73,74,85] as
well as BeS, BeSe and BeTe [44,48,57,59,60,83–85], and for
ternary alloys with a set of previous theoretical data [85]. Our
mBJ-based computed ε1 (0) data for MgS agree well with
a few respective previously calculated data [73,74,85]. In
case of MgSe and MgTe, our mBJ-based calculated ε1 (0)
are smaller than the respective previously calculated data
due to our respective mBJ-induced larger band gaps. On
the other hand, most of the previously calculated ε1 (0) data
for MgSe and MgTe agree well with either our computed
EV-GGA- or PBE-GGA-based ε1 (0) due to our comparatively smaller band gaps with EV-GGA and PBE-GGA.
In comparison of our computed ε1 (0) data for BeS, BeSe
and BeTe to corresponding earlier theoretical data, we have
observed similar situations. Our computed mBJ-based ε1 (0)
data for each ternary specimen are lower than the corresponding mBJ-based previous theoretical data [85], as a
result of our calculated respective higher band gap (E g ) compared with E g obtained in that study. From table 6, several
important points can be noted. Calculated ε1 (0) for any specimen with three employed XC functionals exhibits the trend
ε1 (0)PBE−GGA > ε1 (0)EV−GGA > ε1 (0)mBJ , because of the
fact that our calculated minimum band gaps follow the trend
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Table 6. Zero-frequency limits ε1 (0), n(0) and R(0) using mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA
functionals.
Zero-frequency limit
ε1 (0)

n(0)

R(0)

Alloy system

x

mBJ

EV

PBE

mBJ

EV

PBE

mBJ

EV

PBE

Bex Mg1−x S

0.0

3.882
4.506a
3.81c
3.797d
3.80n
4.016
4.20n
4.291
4.60n
4.551
5.09n
4.806
5.43f
5.41g
5.46h
3.947j
4.50k
5.806m
5.47n
4.231
5.167a
4.43c
4.418d
4.40n
4.505
4.92n
4.827
5.45n
5.162
5.91n
5.352
6.1e ,
6.21f
6.15g
6.09h
4.605j
5.00k
3.43l
6.334m
6.30n
5.119
6.091a
5.48c
5.495d
5.49n
5.413
6.19n
5.802
7.18n
6.229

4.021

4.444

1.982
1.85b
1.95c
1.90n

2.044

2.117

0.091
0.0901b
0.100n

0.104

0.133

4.273

4.729

2.091

2.176

0.146

4.914

2.131

2.229

0.129

0.159

4.849

5.201

2.202

2.283

0.143

0.168

5.188

5.446

2.278

2.343

0.102
0.118n
0.113
0.132n
0.126
0.149n
0.139
0.148f
0.130k
0.160n

0.115

4.537

2.009
2.05n
2.079
2.16n
2.138
2.25n
2.192
2.15f
2.30i
1.987j
2.20k
2.15n

0.157

0.181

4.505

4.902

2.066
1.95b ,
2.10c
2.10n

2.124

2.219

0.113
0.1049b
0.127n

0.129

0.147

4.874

5.265

2.208

2.297

0.161

5.558

2.259

2.356

0.149

0.179

5.351

5.774

2.313

2.404

0.161

0.191

5.648

6.056

2.376

2.466

0.126
0.143n
0.137
0.160n
0.149
0.174n
0.164
0.182f
0.150k
0.185n

0.139

5.104

2.128
2.21n
2.207
2.33n
2.279
2.43n
2.318
2.38f
2.45i
2.146j
2.30k
1.85l ,
2.51n

0.172

0.203

5.418

5.832

2.271
2.17b
2.34c
2.34n

2.339

2.417

0.137
0.1363b
0.160n

0.156

0.171

5.837

6.257

2.417

2.504

0.189

6.583

2.486

2.569

0.180

0.207

6.537

6.959

2.558

2.637

0.153
0.182n
0.165
0.208n
0.181

0.168

6.176

2.328
2.49n
2.411
2.68n
2.502

0.192

0.228

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0

Bex Mg1−x Se

0.0

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0

Bex Mg1−x Te

0.0

0.25
0.50
0.75

59
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(continued)
Zero-frequency limit
ε1 (0)

Alloy system

x

mBJ

7.59n
1.0 6.612
7.95f
7.50g
7.51h
5.709j
6.00k
7.597m
7.95n

EV

n(0)
PBE

mBJ

R(0)

EV

2.75n
6.911 7.334 2.581
2.69f
1.90i
2.390j
2.60k
2.82n

PBE

mBJ

EV

0.218n
2.629 2.711 0.194
0.165f
0.190k
0.227n

PBE

0.209 0.247

Experimental data ⇒ e Ref. [36].
Earlier theoretical data ⇒ aRef. [17], b Ref. [75], c Ref. [74], d Ref. [73], f Ref. [83], g Ref. [59], h Ref. [44],
i Ref. [45], j Ref. [57], k Ref. [60], l Ref. [84], m Ref. [48], n Ref. [85].

E gmBJ > E gEV−GGA > E gPBE−GGA in table 4. For each of the
Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems and XC
functionals, calculated ε1 (0) increases with the enhancement
in Be-concentration, because calculated E g decreases with
increasing x. Moreover, calculated ε1 (0) increases with the
increasing atomic number of chalcogen (Z ch ), because calculated E g decreases with increasing Z ch . All the aforesaid
dependences of ε1 (0) on E g can be clarified by the approximate relation among them, as proposed by Penn [116]:

ε1 (0) ≈ 1 +

ωp
Eg

2
(27)

Equation (27) indicates an approximately inversely proportional relationship between ε1 (0) and square of E g . Therefore,
ε1 (0) of a material increases with decrease in band gap and
vice versa.
For any specimen, the approximate relationship between
n(0) and ε1 (0) is [114]
n(0) ≈



ε1 (0).

(28)

On the other hand, since the extinction coefficient k(ω) =
0 at zero incident frequency, the relationship between n(0)
and R(0), using supplementary equation (SQ10), becomes

R(0) =

1 − n(0)
1 + n(0)

2
.

(29)


This ultimately gives us the relation between R(0) and ε1 (0)
as
√
2
1 − ε1 (0)
.
R(0) =
√
1 + ε1 (0)

No experimental n(0) and R(0) data for binary or ternary
compound are available to compare. A few previously calculated n(0) for MgS, MgSe and MgTe [74,75,85] and BeS,
BeSe and BeTe [45,57,60,83–85], and R(0) for MgS, MgSe
and MgTe [75,85] as well as for BeS, BeSe and BeTe [60,83,
85] as well as a set of mBJ-based previously calculated n(0)
and R(0) for ternary alloys [85] are available. In case of MgX
and BeX (X = S, Se and Te), both of our computed n(0) and
R(0) for each sample agree well with some of the respective
previously calculated data. Our mBJ-based computed n(0)
and R(0) for each ternary specimen are lower than the corresponding mBJ-based earlier theoretical data [85] as a result
of our comparatively larger mBJ-based E g for each specimen.
Several vital points can also be noted from table 6. Computed
n(0) and R(0) for each sample with three XC potentials show
the trend n(0)PBE−GGA > n(0)EV−GGA > n(0)mBJ as well
as R(0)PBE−GGA > R(0)EV−GGA > R(0)mBJ , respectively,
because of the fact that our calculated minimum band gap
follows the trend E gmBJ > E gEV−GGA > E gPBE−GGA in table 4.
For each of the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te
systems and XC functional, each of the calculated n(0) and
R(0) increases with increasing Be-concentration x, because
calculated E g decreases with increasing x. Moreover, each of
the calculated n(0) and R(0) increases with increasing atomic
number of chalcogen (Z ch ), because calculated E g decreases
with increasing Z ch . One can establish all the aforesaid dependences of n(0) on E g using the following relation between
them, obtained by combining equations (27 and 28), as



(30)

n(0) ≈

1+



ωp
Eg

2
.

(31)

The band-gap (E g ) dependence of R(0) can also be
established using the following relation between them,
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59

Critical points in ε2 (ω), k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω) curves using mBJ, EV-GGA and PBE-GGA functionals.
Critical point (eV) in the spectra of
ε2 (ω)

Alloy system

x

mBJ

Bex Mg1−x S

0.0

5.132
5.06a
4.961
4.88a
4.687
4.56a
4.451
4.32a
4.348
4.10a
4.311
4.15a
4.177
4.02a
4.044
3.90a
3.922
3.81a
3.805
3.72a
3.142
3.07a
2.937
2.74a
2.733
2.58a
2.528
2.24a
2.387
2.05a

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
Bex Mg1−x Se 0.0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
Bex Mg1−x Te 0.0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

EV

σ (ω)

k(ω)
PBE

mBJ

5.069 4.562 4.875
3.80a
4.827 4.333 4.707
3.70a
4.535 4.046 4.524
3.64a
4.229 3.725 4.356
3.55a
4.088 3.577 4.194
3.45a
4.207 3.701 4.258
3.25a
4.066 3.554 4.097
3.17a
3.894 3.389 3.916
3.12a
3.786 3.273 3.787
3.07a
3.696 3.185 3.633
3.01a
3.064 2.562 3.025
1.94a
2.818 2.377 2.866
1.82a
2.593 2.195 2.643
1.40a
2.409 1.976 2.495
1.75a
2.228 1.835 2.287
1.68a

EV

PBE

mBJ

4.621 3.716 5.594
4.25a
4.474 3.983 5.313
4.18a
4.332 3.822 5.132
4.13a
4.206 3.698 4.975
4.08a
4.048 3.524 4.809
4.02a
3.932 3.444 4.531
3.07a
3.776 3.297 4.414
2.98a
3.612 3.002 4.278
2.86a
3.477 2.924 4.139
2.80a
3.353 2.837 4.006
2.75a
2.931 2.486 3.578
2.58a
2.774 2.297 3.444
2.45a
2.511 2.062 3.325
1.74a
2.367 1.836 3.206
2.38a
2.174 1.686 3.043
2.26a

EV

α(ω)
PBE

mBJ

5.265 4.477 5.236
4.36a
5.117 4.332 5.075
4.30a
4.974 4.264 4.936
4.25a
4.845 4.127 4.753
4.20a
4.717 4.003 4.585
4.25a
4.395 3.748 4.384
3.30a
4.273 3.607 4.112
3.25a
4.166 3.424 3.883
3.19a
4.054 3.233 3.614
3.14a
3.833 3.034 3.443
3.10a
3.316 2.964 3.378
2.58a
3.179 2.818 3.231
2.50a
3.028 2.601 3.088
2.28a
2.837 2.414 2.799
2.45a
2.711 2.186 2.528
2.37a

EV

PBE

4.969 4.507
4.838 4.296
4.724 4.085
4.597 3.943
4.378 3.737
4.177 3.504
3.918 3.299
3.684 3.098
3.461 2.912
3.322 2.709
3.143 2.522
3.003 2.295
2.787 2.117
2.575 1.946
2.336 1.768

Earlier theoretical data ⇒a Ref. [85].

obtained by combining equations (30 and 31), as
⎡
⎢1 −
R(0) = ⎢
⎣

1+

1+
1+

ωp
Eg
ωp
Eg

2

⎤2
⎥
⎥ .

2⎦

(32)

Equation (31) indicates an approximately inversely proportional relationship between n(0) and E g . Therefore, increase
in E g decreases n(0) and vice versa in any semiconductor
material. Also, one can explain the increase in R(0) with
decrease in E g and vice versa with equation (32).
The critical points in the ε2 (ω), k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω)
spectra are the threshold incident energy E c (eV) at which
each optical parameter starts responding to the incident
electromagnetic radiation. A semiconductor specimen with
higher fundamental band gap requires higher threshold/critical
energy in its ε2 (ω) and k(ω) spectra and vice versa according

to the Kramers–Kronig transformations between ε1 (ω) and
ε2 (ω) (supplementary equations (SQ3) and (SQ4)) as well
as those between n(ω) and k(ω) (supplementary equations
(SQ6) and (SQ7)), respectively. Since σ (ω) is proportional
to ε2 (ω) and k(ω) is proportional to α(ω) according to
equations (SQ11) and (SQ13), respectively, similar band
gap (E g ) dependences of critical points are observed in
the σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra. The critical points in ε2 (ω),
k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra of all the binary and ternary
specimens in the said systems with mBJ, EV-GGA and PBEGGA functional are reported in table 7. Their comparison
is not possible because any experimental E c (eV) is not
available. However, calculated E c (eV) in the ε2 (ω), k(ω),
σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra of binary and ternary samples were
reported from a previous calculation with mBJ functional
[85]. In each spectrum, our computed E c (eV) for each specimen is larger than the corresponding previously calculated
E c (eV) because of our comparatively larger E g calculated
with mBJ for each specimen. In contrast, the previously
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calculated E c (eV) in each of the four spectra [85] of each
specimen agrees well with our EV-GGA-based corresponding
calculated critical points. Table 7 indicates several important
points. Calculated critical point in each of the ε2 (ω), k(ω),
σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra of any specimen maintains the trend
E cmBJ > E cEV-GGA > E cPBE-GGA with different XC functionals
employed, but order of minimum band gap calculated with
different XC functionals is E gmBJ > E gEV-GGA > E gPBE-GGA .
For each of the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te
systems and XC functional, each of the calculated E c (eV)
decreases with increasing Be-concentration, because calculated E g also decreases with increasing x. Moreover, each of
the calculated E c (eV) decreases with increasing atomic number of chalcogen (Z ch ), because calculated E g also decreases
with increasing Z ch . Such E g dependences of critical points in
the ε2 (ω), k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω) spectra are well established
by the Kramers–Kronig transformations between ε1 (ω) and
ε2 (ω) (equations (SQ3) and (SQ4)), between n(ω) and k(ω)
(equations (SQ6) and (SQ7)) as well as equations (SQ11) and
(SQ13), respectively.

4. Conclusion
Structural, mechanical and optoelectronic features of samples
in the Bex Mg1−x S, Bex Mg1−x Se and Bex Mg1−x Te systems
have been computed by DFT-oriented FP-LAPW approach.
WC-GGA is employed for structural and mechanical features;
mainly mBJ and EV-GGA are employed for optoelectronic
properties to calculate respective XC potentials. In each system, nonlinear decrement in a0 , but enhancement in B0 and
elastic constants C11 , C12 , C44 , is found with increasing Beconcentration x. Each sample is elastically anisotropic in
nature. The samples MgX, Be0.25 Mg0.75 X and Be0.50 Mg0.50 X
show ductility, while Be0.75 Mg0.25 X and BeX (X = S, Se
and Te) exhibit brittleness. The calculations of electronic
properties with all the XC functionals predict magnesium
chalcogenides and ternary specimens as wide direct band gap
(−), while the beryllium chalcogenides as wide indirect
band gap (X−), semiconductors. In any system with any XC
functional, the fundamental band gap reduces marginally and
almost linearly with increasing x. Chemical bonding of each
of beryllium and magnesium with chalcogen is ionic because
of exchange of charges between cations and anions. Frequency responses of ε1 (ω), ε2 (ω), n(ω), k(ω), R(ω), σ (ω),
α(ω) and L(ω) have been computed. The electronic transitions from valence chalcogen-p states to either Mg-4s and
Mg-3p or Be-3s and Be-2p unoccupied conduction states
or both contribute the major peaks in each ε2 (ω) spectrum.
In each system, variation of zero-frequency limit in each of
the ε1 (ω), n(ω) and R(ω) spectra with x shows a behaviour
opposite to, while the variation of critical points in each of
the ε2 (ω), k(ω), σ (ω) and α(ω) with x shows a behaviour
similar to, variation of E g with x. The present theoretical
attempt provides a new set of ternary semiconductors by
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manipulating the band gaps of homo-chalcogen diatomic
magnesium and beryllium chalcogenides, which would be
appropriate for designing various microelectronic and optoelectronic devices.
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